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Abstract

Today’s information retrieval (IR) techniques

are mostly text-based. As a consequence,

some types of information are beyond the

reach of text-based IR systems, which fail in

situations where textual information can not

be easily accessed, e.g. textual information

in biomedical images and figures. To tackle

such situations, we propose to augment IR

systems with the ability to perform optical

character recognition (OCR). A principal ob-

stacle is the accuracy of the OCR procedure,

which is often error-prone. In our work, we in-

troduce some preprocessing and postprocess-

ing techniques for improving the OCR per-

formance. Our preprocessing stage is con-

cerned with separating texts from graphical

elements in an image so that the graphics in

the image would not affect the performance of

OCR, as today’s OCR engines are optimized

for dealing with documents without graphical

elements. Our postprocessing stage is con-

cerned with a context-based OCR result cor-

rection. Experimental results show that these

preprocessing and postprocessing techniques

can consistently improve the performance of

biomedical image OCR in terms of either pre-

cision or recall.

1 Introduction

In biomedical publications, figures and images

often concisely summarize a paper’s experimental

findings and results. Recent studies have therefore

explored the use of images to assist in information

retrieval (IR) in biomedicine, mostly based on

mining the image caption content. We extend

this approach by mining the image text, which

refers to the text inside biomedical figures and

images. To study the potential of using image

text for information retrieval over the biomedi-

cal literature, we developed a prototype search

engine based on image text search called Yale

Image Finder, which is publicly available at

(http://kauthammerlab.med.yale.edu/imagefinder).

In a high-level evaluation of image search perfor-

mance, we demonstrated that the search engine is

capable of retrieving a higher number of relevant

images compared to querying against the image

caption alone (Xu et al., 2008).

An obstacle to the development of a text-based

search engine is the accuracy of the OCR procedure,

which is often error-prone. In our work, we intro-

duce some preprocessing and postprocessing tech-

niques for improving the OCR performance. Our

preprocessing step involves layout analysis to de-

tect and extract text from surrounding graphical el-

ements. As a result, graphical elements do not de-

grade the performance of the OCR engine, which

is optimized for dealing with documents without

graphical elements. Our postprocessing step is con-

cerned with performing a context-based OCR re-

sult correction. The key idea is to capture the tex-

tual context for each biomedical image. We assume

that texts within biomedical images are discussed

in their textual context, i.e. in the image caption,

in the paragraph that discusses the image, or in the

paper that features the image. We thus correct the

raw image OCR result by matching it to the terms

found in its context. Experimental results show that

these preprocessing and postprocessing techniques
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consistently improve the performance of biomedical

image OCR in terms of either precision or recall.

2 A Prototype Biomedical Literature

Search Engine Based on Image Text

Prior studies have proposed to use image informa-

tion, mostly image caption, to assist in biomedical

IR (see for example (Hearst et al., 2007)). We ex-

tend this idea and propose to facilitate the retrieval

of biomedical articles by making the image content

accessible to IR systems. This offers several ad-

vantages over searching over image captions alone.

First, captions may not contain all the textual infor-

mation that is contained in the images. Second, im-

age texts are usually very specific, allowing for pre-

cise matching of images with related images. We

implemented a prototype system for image and lit-

erature retrieval based on image text. We extract

image text through image segmentation and Opti-

cal Character Recognition (OCR) in biomedical im-

ages. For OCR, we used the Image Analysis tool-

box (Document Imaging) that is part of Microsoft

Office 2003 Professional. Our system has indexed

over 100,000 images from public-access biomedi-

cal journal papers. A user can compose an im-

age query by specifying the word(s) he expects to

appear inside an image, and optionally in the im-

age caption, or in the associate paper title and ab-

stract. Once the query is submitted, he is pre-

sented with images that are relevant to his query (see

http://krauthammerlab.med.yale.edu/imagefinder).

We have investigated several aspects of our sys-

tem, including the image text extraction perfor-

mance (Xu et al., 2008). Our results indicate that on

average, only about 30% of image text is contained

in the caption of images, and that for queries that

contained two ore more search strings, we were able

to retrieve 30% to 175% more images compared to

searching over caption alone.

3 Preprocessing and Postprocessing

Techniques for Improving OCR

Performance

Since our new biomedical literature search engine

functions through searching image texts, the OCR

performance will critically affect the performance of

our search engine. Therefore, we introduce a set of

preprocessing and postprocessing techniques for im-

proving OCR performance.

The key idea behind our preprocessing step is

to provide customized layout analysis over images

published in academic journals, using histogram-

based image processing techniques (Lienhart and

Wernicke, 2002; Wu et al., 1999). The analysis

identifies image text elements, and subjects them to

OCR. The text extraction is repeated after turning an

image 90 degrees, to allow for the capture of vertical

image labels.

The key operation in our postprocessing step is

to cross-check extracted image text against the con-

text of the images, and to retain image text which is

mentioned in its context. Such context-based cor-

rection can effectively minimize false positive re-

sults, as intensively discussed in prior studies (Ku-

kich, 1992; Ringlstetter et al., 2007). In our current

implementation, we work with two types of image

context: one is constituted by all the words from the

article that features the image, and the other is con-

stituted by the words in the public accessible articles

from PubMed Central. We call image text correction

based on the former context “article-based correc-

tion”, and image text correction based on the latter

context “corpus-based correction”.

In this study, we evaluate these preprocessing and

postprocessing steps, either alone or in combina-

tion. The goal is to determine the optimal processing

pipeline to extract text from biomedical images. We

evaluate the following processing options:

Plain-uncorrected option This option uses raw

OCR output without any preprocessing or post-

processing.

Plain-corrected option This option uses article-

based correction in the postprocessing stage.

Layout-uncorrected option This option uses lay-

out analysis in the preprocessing stage.

Layout-corrected option This option uses layout

analysis in the preprocessing stage and article-

based correction in the postprocessing stage.

Corpus-plain-corrected option This option uses

corpus-based correction in the postprocessing

stage.
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Corpus-layout-corrected option This option uses

layout analysis in the preprocessing stage and

corpus-based correction in the postprocessing

stage.

High-recall option This option combines the plain-

uncorrected option and layout-uncorrected op-

tion.

High-precision option This option combines the

results from the plain-corrected option, layout-

corrected option, corpus-plain-corrected op-

tion, and corpus-layout-corrected option.

The latter two options combine the best preprocess-

ing and postprocessing procedures to either retrieve

most of the image text content (high-recall option)

or to retrieve image text context with the highest

amount of precision (high-precision option).

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our OCR correction

techniques, we conducted two evaluations, where

we compared OCR-extracted and corrected image

text against manually extracted image text. The first

evaluation focused on 343 random images whose

captions contain the word “survival”; the other eval-

uation focused on 362 random images whose cap-

tions contain the word “apoptosis”. Both evaluations

covered typical biomedical images, such as graphs,

diagrams and experimental results.

In Figure 1, we report the results for all the pre-

and postprocessing correction options, and combi-

nations thereof, as discussed in Section 3. We ana-

lyze the performance with respect to different word

lengths. One reason for doing so is that in the

postprocessing stage, our context-based correction

methods are less efficient for shorter words. This

can be intuitively understood as short text strings,

which have been erroneously extracted from im-

ages, are more likely to be coincidentally mentioned

in the image context. According to these results,

we find that context-based image text postprocess-

ing improves precision significantly. We also ob-

serve that layout-analysis based preprocessing im-

proves recall, specifically when combined with plain

(raw) OCR processing. This can be seen in our

high-precision option, where we pool the results of

layout-analysis based preprocessing with plain (raw)

processing, and apply various context-based post-

processing steps. Using this option, we achieve

the best overall performance in terms of F-rate.

Our high-recall option offers the best performance

for retrieving terms that are actually mentioned in

biomedical images.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce preprocessing and post-

processing techniques for improving OCR-based

image text extraction. We show that a combination

of image layout analysis and context-based image

text correction is most beneficial for boosting OCR

performance over biomedical images.
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Precision, survival Precision, apoptosis

Recall, survival Recall, apoptosis

F-rate, survival F-rate, apoptosis

Figure 1: Performance of our method over the survival and apoptosis image sets. Here we show the precision, recall

and F-rates (y-axis) for the survival and apoptosis image sets for different pre- and postprocessing methods with

respect to different word lengths (x-axis). Results for word length 1 correspond to the overall performance, as we

include all words of length 1 and more. From these results, we can see that our high-precision option achieves the best

overall performance in terms of F-rate and our high-recall option offers the best performance for retrieving terms that

are actually mentioned in biomedical images, i.e. the highest recall.
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